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Evil-Slave.com analysis 
 

E V I L- S L AV E . C O M  P R E L I M I N A R Y  S I T E  A N A LY S I S  

SITE GOALS 

Evil-Slave.com (ES) is primarily a corporate site for a Seattle media company, providing 

information about the company and its various projects. It will also be a forum site for discussion 

about and within the Seattle local independent film community.  

Statement of purpose  

Evil Slave is a new kind of company. A revolution in indie film making. We are an inclusive club, a 

support system, an inexhaustible resource of cooperation and mentorship. The sole purpose of Evil 

Slave is to unite all indie film makers under one banner. 

We believe in an educated, practical approach to producing and distributing indie film and 

entertainment products that will allow us to create something we love and not lose our minds, 

families, or homes doing it. 

Evil Slave has a three-fold purpose:  

1. Foster an inclusive, empowering, productive resource for Seattle filmmakers, talent, and 

crew. 

2. Produce practical, viable entertainment products that take advantage of the rapidly 

changing landscape of digital media distribution. 

3. Rule the world. 

Criteria for effectiveness  

 Aesthetics 

o Basic, simple, and clean  

o While simple, design should still be elegant, to appeal to creatives 

o Featuring, and stylistically informed by,  Evil Slave’s logo, a homunculus 

 Black, grey, and red are dominant colors 

 Functionality 

o Basic ease-of-use 

 Clear headings 

 Easy-to-find search box 
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 Sharing made easy 

 Logical and consistent tags and categories 

o Forum page(s) for help requests/conversation 

o Callboard widget/page 

 Included in forum 

 The visual design needs to appeal to people who are artists and value composition, but not 

overwhelm the information and discussion, which are the essential purposes of the site.  
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COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS 

Competitors’ sites  

 

Film Radar’s “Indie Blog” page.  

This site is specifically for independent film producers, about the how-to of cheap filmmaking. The 

retro design, while fun, is ultimately distracting from the content. Sharing is easy and easily 

locatable. Lots of pictures and advertisements increase the load time of the page significantly. 

The one thing that Film Radar’s site has that is particularly useful is a forum for discussion. As a 

locally-focused blog, Evil-Slave.com will incorporate one on which Seattle filmmakers can share 

tricks, tips, and resources. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.filmradar.com/indie_blog/
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COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS (CONT) 

 

Self-reliant Film’s blog page.  

This site is similar to what Evil Slave is seeking to do; however, they are presented as more of a 

lecture than a group discussion (not a knock on the format by any means–their information is great, 

and very helpful). The design is a clean monochrome, and the logo is simple. It makes the blog feel 

more focused on the process, the topic at hand. This is a design element I believe ES should 

emulate. 

The clean styling also makes finding things easier. There are simply fewer visual distractions to 

wade through to find desired content. 

 

http://www.selfreliantfilm.com/blog/
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COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS (CONT) 

 

Seattle Office of Film + Music Blog.  

This is the blog site for the Seattle Office of Film + Music. This would be a competitor, because 

they are local, and they are focused on film (and music as well).  

Their design is pretty bland, actually, and the blog seems more geared toward news and press 

releases than on a discussion of filmmaking on the local level. The main use of this site is its large 

list of contacts and resources, which Evil Slave should both seek inclusion on, and emulate on their 

own web presence. 

  

http://seattlefilmandmusic.wordpress.com/
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AUDIENCE ANALYSIS 

Possible audiences 

 Seattle filmmakers—people who are either currently making, or want to be involved in the 

making of, “films.” These are locals who want help—either in the form of how-to advice, or 

specific crew assistance. 

 Non-local filmmakers—people who want to talk about the how-to in general, 

but aren’t seeking direct help from local hands. 

 Independent film buffs—people who just love the genre, and have an interest in how 

filmmakers do what they do 

 Cast/crew/personnel—those looking for information about what’s going on in the film scene 

in Seattle. 

Representative personas  

 

Sam 

A 51-year-old development manager at a mid-sized 

Bellevue corporation. Sam has a husband and two 

college-age daughters, one of whom still lives at home. In 

his spare time, Sam is a performer in the local theatre 

scene. Having performed onstage for 20+ years, a friend 

has suggested to him that he should consider trying film. 

 

 

Ben 

Ben is 42 years old, recently divorced, and has no children. He 

owns his own construction company, which is fairly successful. In 

the past several years, his best friend has pulled him into the local 

filmmaking community, starting as a set designer/builder, then 

producer. Ben realized quickly that he wanted to write scripts, so 

he has done that for the last two years as well, culminating with 

his most recent project, a full-length feature film. 
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Kristie 

A 24-year-old woman, Kristie is a local performer. Her ‘day job’ is as a barista, 

to better allow her to pursue her dream of becoming a professional actor. She 

has just separated from a live-in relationship with a much older ‘sugar daddy,’ 

and now lives in a communal house with four other actors in Beacon Hill. Her 

long-term goal is to move to Los Angeles and work as an actor in film. 

 

Use case scenario  

Kristie is looking for information about upcoming projects that she might be able to participate in, 

either as an actor or as a crew member, to gain experience. She runs a search on “Seattle Film,” 

but notices that most of the high-ranking results are for organizations that are in abeyance. On her 

Facebook feed, she notices that Evil Slave is mutual to many of her friends, and is updating 

regularly, and so goes to check out the site, to see if they have any information that is relevant and 

useful to her.  

 

 


